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1.0 Introduction
“Urubuga rw’itangazamakuru” is a radio talk show for journalists to discuss issues in the news
and other developments in the country that affect the common citizen. It is an interactive talk
show aired by a network of six (6) radio station but produced in the studios of TV and Radio
Isango Star. The radio stations are:

• Radio Izuba broadcasts in the eastern province and is a community based radio;
• Radio Ishingiro broadcasts in the Northern Province and is a community based;
• Radio Isangano broadcasts in the Western Province and is a community based radio ;

• Radio Inkoramutima broadcasts in the Central Province and is a faith based radio
reaching out mainly to the Christian faith community; and

• Voice of Africabroadcasts as well in the Central  Province and is a faith  based radio
reaching out mainly to the Muslim faith community;

All the five radio station along with TV and Radio Isango Star, simultaneously broadcast the
same content on Sunday from 2:00 to 3:30 pm. That interface of radio stations enables a wide
and diverse public engagement and interaction with presenters discussing a topical issue
presented. Usually, a jingle is released to prepare the audience of all those stations ahead of time
to ensure that public engagement is well mobilized.

The Rwanda Journalist Association (ARJ) engaged this platform of radio station on Sunday 05th

February 2017 to present a topical issue regarding women rights based law that was enacted in
2016, Law Nº32/2016 of 28/08/2016 Governing Persons and Family, particularly Article 209
about the management of the household affairs. The article provides that “spouses jointly provide
management of the household including moral and material support to the household as well as
its maintenance. One of the spouses performs those duties alone if the other is unable to do so. In
case of disagreement, competent authorities take the decision”. The spirit of this provision is to
enforce women rights at household level where both women and men are fully responsible as
opposed to the cultural and customarily perceived order that men are the heads of the household
and hence final decision makers. The challenge with this order is that it prohibits women rights
in all matters at the family and household level. Hence this provision is in line with promoting
women rights and entrenchment of gender equality at family and household level.
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2.0 Content monitoring and Analysis of the talk show

2.1 Methodology

The methods used to analyse the content of the talk show were both qualitative and quantitative.
By qualitative method, monitors extracted the segment of the talk show from the broadcast
media monitoring machines and listened to its content for analysis. Quantitative method was
used to compare time allocated to the public. Monitors calculated time for segments of public
reaction and subtracted it from the whole time given to the whole talk show to determine the
time proportions fordifferent participants.

2.2 Time Frame

This report details the findings and analyses of the media monitoring done on Sunday 05th

February 2017 from 2:00 to 3:30 pm.

3.0 Findings

Findings of this monitoring exercise are presented four units of analysis. Namely, the choice
topic, choice panellists to discuss on the topic, time allocation to the public with different
positions towards the topic of discussion and representation women views on the provision.

3.1Choice of topic

As highlighted in the introduction of this content analysis, the talk show topic of discussion was
Article 209 of the law governing Persons and Family, stipulating joint management of the
household by both husband and wife. The choice of this topic was relevant given Rwanda’s
policies of gender equality that is largely in conflict with traditional beliefs.

3.1Choice of panellists to discuss about the topic

Given the topic, we find that the composition of panel was fair. It was made up of 3 women and
two men. They were;Mr. Valentin Muhire a journalist, Ms. Regina Akirikumutima Journalist,
Ms. Peninah Abatoni head of Rwanda Women’s Network, Mr. Eslone Hakizimana, a lawyer and
Ms.  Solange Ayanone, Journalist/moderator.

3.3 General public reactions on the topic discussed

Many of the public reactions on the topicrevolved around cultural and religious beliefs that were
in strong disagreement with the spirit of the provision of the law.

The following figure indicate the position of general public reactions towards the provision.
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Table showing positions of the public in reaction towards the provision.
Source RMC Media Monitoring

As indicated in the above figure, from among 14 reactions from both phone calls and text
messages read by the moderator, only 14% were in favour, while 50 % were against the
provision and 36% were neutral.

Given the benefits of the provision in promoting gender equality and women rights and the
proportion of those against the provision, relevant institutions should have sensitization
campaigns in regard to the provision. Strategically, these campaigns should be targeted at 36% of
those that were neutral towards this family provision.

Representation of women views on the talk show

Monitors measured proportion of women participation during the show in recorded audio
segments played in the show. Findings show that women views were represented at 33% while
those of men were at 67% as shown in the graph below;

36%

General public  reaction towards the
provision
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Table showing proportion of public representation by sex(audio voices).
Source RMC Media Monitoring

As indicated in the graph women representation was less compared to those of men. This partly
shows low participation of women media driven public debates debates. Also during the live
interactions, it was noticed that women were not encouraged to either call or send text messages
sharing their views which wasn’t favourable since the topic of discussion was relevant to women
rights society.
There is need to promote women active participation in such talk shows especially when topics
of discussions are focusing on their rights. This could be in the form of promotions prior to the
actual live broadcast calling upon women to participate.

3.4Allocation of time in the talk show

Time allocation was calculated by comparing the length of public reaction with time used by
panellists while discussingabout the provision.

33%
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Table showing time allocation on the show. Source RMC Media Monitoring

As observed in the figure above, 10% of the whole time of the talk show was allocated to the
public to react on the topic. Panellists used the remaining 90%.

3.5General Observationson the topic

Public call in suggested that provision of the law reflects trends and lifestyles of families in the
western cultures. “There can’t be two leaders in a family” was a repetitive sentence among those
who reacted on the topic, giving examples that even a country cannot have two presidents! It’s
always one individual at the top to guide the rest and this individual should be a man. Such
statements show cases that sensitization of women rights need to enhanced to have a positive and
responsive society to women rights and gender equality.

Others emphasized that the most important thing is complementality (Kwuzuzanya) on the roles
but with the man taking overall responsibility of the household. One man said that “Umugore ni
njye wamuzanye siwe wanzanye” meaning he is the one who brought the woman and not the
other way round, therefore he should be respected as a man.

With Christianity having a significant number of followers in Rwanda, many who reacted on the
show gave biblical scriptures that emphasise the man as head of family and not the woman “and
that has been the order from God Almighty,” as one individual put it.

Another segment of the public applauded the new law, saying that it was a new strategy to
reduce the gender parity between men and women thus promoting women rights.
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4.0 Conclusion and recommendations

Radio is still the dominant mass-medium in Rwanda with the widest geographical reach and the
highest audiences compared with television (TV), newspapers and other information and
communication technologies (ICTs).

Radio plays a vital role in building vibrant citizenry, in mobilizing groups to action by informing
and empowering, in giving voice to the marginalized groups of society, and in bringing
community needs to the attention of local and even national government.

Given the above findings, the following are our recommendations;

• Promotion of the talks show and topic for discussion should be made prior to the actual
live broadcast to increase public participation;

• Women should be encouraged before and during the talk show to actively participate in
sharing their views especially on topics related to women’s rights and gender equality;

• Talk show moderators should ensure that equal time is allocated for panel discussions
and public views;

• Discussions and debates on promotions of women’s rights should be supported to ensure
the understanding of equality for both men and women
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5. Annex

Messages

Justin “ that law is a laughable, we also lived in Europe and we know there is complementarity in
the handling family issues between man and woman but with the head of family, why do we
have leaders in other areas, the problem we have a someone’s opinion becoming a law without
other people opposing it so that they are not considered indiscipline. If this continues, it will
cause many problems in the society. But what is the position of the ministry in charge of family
promotion on this?”

Transcripts of discussion (Vox pop) supported by Pax Press and Rwanda National
Women’s Network, from Burera district, Kivuye sector. (Audio content translated into
English)

1. Man “It’s impossible to have two man leaders in the family, there is always a president
and vice president and in family president can’t be a woman”

2. Woman “I also belief in that, because a man will always be a man”
3. Man “I am the head of family, but what is important is compromise because i once sold

some property without her knowing and we had issues. So I decided to always consult her
for the sake of peace in the home”

4. Man “the law is good and we appreciate it but does it allow the woman to also go on
night security patrol? Because even when there are two roosters at home, they can’t crow
at the same time, one has to be first, secondly am the one who brought the woman not the
reverse, what is important in consult each on decisions of the family”

5. Woman “ compromise is not equality, for example when I see land I can buy I need to
report it to my husband first before i make a decision, that means if he doesn’t agree you
can’t buy the land, they are not equal but the complement each other”

6. Man “If am the one who brought the woman from their family, she has to respect me as
head of family”

Texts from the public reactions read by host(Translated into English)

1. Sex unknown “Can a man be registered in a woman’s documents or its the woman who
registers in the man’s documents?”

2. Sex unknown “the man is the head of family, even at the parish; among two priests one is
considered the head”

3. Unknown “cant there be compromise without on being the head, even the ministers’
compromise with those they lead?”

4. Unknown “I like the program they seem not to agree, so who will take the final
decision?”
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5. Ask the lawyer for me where theses laws come from, I thought they should be based on
people’s culture, seems men are going to relax and wait for women to do the work.”

6. Unknown “the man is head of family, that’s according to culture and God, if they decide
to change through the law, everything else should be changed as well”

7. Unknown “There can’t be two heads, it is called disorder”
8. Unknown “this should been decided through a referendum”

Phone calls (Translated into English)

1 Man, 34 seconds “the woman in studio said that even a woman can help the man when he
doesn’t have a job but they are always uncomfortable when discussing it with other women, why
is that?

2 Man, 1min:23secs “there is need for further sensitization on the provision to end conflicts,
complementality is better than the law”

Time allocation calculated in seconds
participation seconds
Time allocated to Public 580
Time allocated to Panelists 5076
total 5656

Positions of the public reacting to the provision

position
number (SMS & phone
calls

In favor of the provision 2
Against the provision 7
Neutral towards provision 5


